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PRIMARY HOME LEARNING PLAN 
Grade: Kindergarten/Grade 1                     Rachel Doucette 
TEACHER Rachel.Doucette@nbed.nb.ca  
Sarah Mahar 
Bridget Nugent 

Principal: sarah.mahar@nbed.nb.ca; Vice-Principal: bridget.nugent@nbed.nb.ca  

Cindy Crowhurst Resource: cynthia.crowhurst@nbed.nb.ca  

Dianne Lord Guidance: dianne.lord@nbed.nb.ca  

School florencevilleelementary@nbed.nb.ca  

In accordance with the communication sent from our Minister of Education, Dominic Cardy, on April 2, 2020, 
Home Learning Opportunities to support literacy & numeracy outcomes will be made available online weekly by 
Teachers.  
Families are encouraged to:  
• Support their children to complete the options below for an average of one hour per day.  
• Read aloud with their children daily.  
• Consider daily physical activity and free play as an important part of their child’s mental 

health and skill development. 
Everything on this plan is also on the Web Page. 
Please Visit Mrs. Doucette’s Primary Concerns 

https://mrsrdoucettefes.weebly.com/ 

Dear Parents: Just pick what works for you. Do what you can and have fun. 
Literacy 

3to3                                                                 Link to my 3to3 Weebly Page: Click Here 
Mousie Brown Cows in the Meadow Story: The Dawn 

3 to 3 with Mrs. Little K Week 4 Gr 1 Week 4 
Word Work 
Sight Word Activity: Write some of your sight words on plain paper 
with white crayon. Press hard to get lots of crayon wax on the paper.  
Then paint over the words with water colour paints to make them 
show up.   
 
 
Grade 1 Word Families: Keep Practicing these words  

igh y ie 
sigh 
high 
light 
fight 

right 
tight 
night 
flight 

bright  
fright 
tonight 
might 

by 
my 
try 
fry 

fly 
cry 
dry  
spy 

why 
shy 
sky 

 

tie 
lie 
pie 
die 

cried 
fried 
cries 
fries 

 

Long /i/ sound pictures and videos 
igh y ie 

 
night 

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Q7REt5TlHp4 

 
cry 

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=Ew5gLUbejSs 

 
pie 

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=nF2MaR7_J8Q 
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Long /i/ word game                                                         

 
Blending Practice (The Vowels are all mixed up so you need to pay attention) 
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• Reading Pages for Blending, Sight Words and Phonics 
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Reading Response 
Clouds are so cool. 
They come in many 
shapes with many 
different jobs.  Listen 
to the story of Little 
Cloud to see what kinds of things he 
enjoys. Click here.   

Make a Cloud Painting 
You need: 
• Blue Paper 
• White Paint 
• Cotton Balls 
• Cloud Template  
Steps: 
1. Make a cloud 

template from 
paper. 

2. Place template on 
top of blue paper.  

3. Use cotton balls to dab the white paint on the paper.   
4. Peel off the template and see your cloud. 
***Try different shape templates and make shapes like 
Little Cloud. 

1. What are some of the shapes little 
cloud changed into? 

2. What happens when he joins the 
other clouds?  

3. Do you watch the clouds? What 
shapes do you see? 

4. Do clouds have jobs? Some give us 
rain, but what else do clouds do? 

5. What are clouds made of?  
Writing                                                           
Can you make a book? You can do a report, story, recount, opinion, or even procedure.   
Title Page Beginning Page Middle Page End Page 

The Sun 

 
by  
Rachel 

 
 

The sun is in space. 
The sun is a star. 

 
The planets go around 
the sun. It is called 
the solar system. 

 
The sun gives us heat 
and light.  I think the 
sun is amazing! 

How to Wash your 
Hands 

 
 
by  
Rachel 

 

 
First, turn on the 
water and get your 
hands wet.   

 
Next, put soap on 
your hands.  Rub the 
tops, bottoms, the 
fingers and thumbs, 
and make bubbles.   

 
Then, use water to 
get all the soap off. 
Soap makes the 
germs go down the 
drain. Bye bye, germs! 

Ethan Broke his Arm 

 
by  
Rachel 

 

 
Two years ago, Ethan 
fell off a swing and 
hit his arm.  It hurt! 

 
The doctor took an 
xray and the bone 
was broken. 

 
After 8 weeks, the 
bone was healed, and 
the cast came off.  
Ethan was happy! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVvGOOc4uQk
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Numeracy 
Counting and Numbers                                                           Watch me do this: Click Here 
Part-Part-Whole Lady Bug  
1. Draw a ladybug.  It needs to be as big as your paper. 

It also needs a big round body split down the middle 
with a line, 6 legs, and a head. 

2. Now add some colour. Ladybugs have red bodies and 
back legs and a black head.  

3. Cut out 10 black dots. Choose a number from 2-10 
and make all the combinations you can. 

On a large sheet of paper 
write down the numbers 3-10. 
Write some of them more than 
once.  On sticky papers, write 
down number sentences.  Have 
your child solve and cover the 
number with the sticker paper.   

Shape  
Let’s look for 3D Shapes in your house. 
Can you find some cubes in your house? 
Can you find some cones and spheres? 
Can you find a cylinder and some 
rectangular prisms? Shapes make up our 
world. They are everywhere. You wont’ 
need to look for very long to find the 
ones you are looking for.  Here are some 
examples.   

  
 

  
 

 

 

Here is a fun story about shapes and how 
some mice use them to build objects.  
Click here to listen to the book. 

  

Now, can you make a mouse puppet out of shapes? 

 

https://youtu.be/VdPnSG0TXfo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0-L3MRl7_s
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Outdoor Learning 
Leaf Rubbings 
You Need:  
Leaves 
Crayons 
Paper 
Steps: 
1. Find several leaves 
2. Put your leaf under your paper. 
3. Rub your crayon over the leaf. It works best if your crayon is sideways. 
4. Try other things like pavement, patio stones, grass, tree bark, coins, grains of sugar, etc. 

Make Explore Create 
Candy Rainbow Activity 
You need: 
A light coloured plate 
Skittles 
Water 
Steps: 
1. Arrange your skittles in a circle 
2. Pour water on the plate.  Not too much. Just enough to 

cover the plate. 
3. Wait and watch as the colours leak away from the candies? 
4. Why do you think that happened? 

Wellness 

  
French Patterns 

Click here for a song to 
help you learn to say some 
French Greetings. 

 

Click here for a pattern 
video playlist. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXkJ88ygPY0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pztRAgQFVec&list=PL8CyQ6qMY4V7Od2HA4TOxIkMUOFqnVdEb

